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Mill took many elements of his version of utilitarianism from Jeremy Bentham, the great nineteenth-century
legal reformer, who along with William Paley were the two most influential English utilitarians prior to Mill.
Like Bentham, Mill believed that happiness (or pleasure, which both Bentham and Mill equated with
happiness) was the only thing humans do and should desire for its own sake. Since happiness is the only
intrinsic good, and since more happiness is preferable to less, the goal of the ethical life is maximize
happiness. This is what Bentham and Mill call "the principle of utility" or "the greatest-happiness principle."
Both Bentham and Mill thus endorse "classical" or "hedonistic" forms of utilitarianism. More recent
utilitarians often deny that happiness is the sole intrinsic good, arguing that a variety of values and
consequences should be considered in ethical decision making.

Although Mill agreed with Bentham about many of the foundational principles of ethics, he also had some
major disagreements. In particular, Mill tried to develop a more refined form of utilitarianism that would
harmonize better with ordinary morality and highlight the importance in the ethical life of intellectual
pleasures, self-development, high ideals of character, and conventional moral rules.

In Chapter 1, titled "General Remarks," Mill notes that there has been little progress in ethics. Since the
beginning of philosophy, the same issues have been debated over and over again, and philosophers continue
to disagree sharply over the basic starting points of ethics. Mill argues that these philosophical disputes have
not seriously damaged popular morality, largely because conventional morality is substantially, though
implicitly, utilitarian. He concludes the chapter by noting that he will not attempt to give a strict "proof" of
the greatest-happiness principle. Like Bentham, Mill believed that ultimate ends and first principles cannot
be demonstrated, since they lie at the foundation of everything else that we know and believe. Nevertheless,
he claims, "considerations may be presented capable of determining the intellect," which amount to
something close to a proof of the principle of utility.
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From reader reviews:

Betty Benner:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled Utilitarianism. Try to make the book Utilitarianism as
your good friend. It means that it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside that of course make
you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you a lot more
confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , let's make new experience as well as
knowledge with this book.

Gavin Wilkins:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get
lots of stress from both day to day life and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity have
you got when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically the book
you have read will be Utilitarianism.

Willie Dominguez:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you know that
little person just like reading or as examining become their hobby. You have to know that reading is very
important and also book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except your
teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update in relation to something by book. Different categories of
books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is niagra Utilitarianism.

Danielle Rucks:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is created or printed or illustrated from each source which filled update of
news. On this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, book and
comic. You can add your knowledge by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to spread out your
book? Or just trying to find the Utilitarianism when you required it?
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